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CASE STUDY
LONG TIME AUTOMOBILE DEALER IN FINANCIAL DISTRESS

Legal Notice: The underlying facts and circumstances set forth in this case study are based on actual events and experiences. The entities (apart from TKG) have been intentionally not disclosed to protect their privacy. Facts
immaterial to the substance and purpose of the case study have been changed, not only to provide further protection to the participants, but also to include a variety of underlying cases with similar situations.

TKG – A RESULTS DRIVEN FIRM

AUTOMOBILE DEALER C A S E S T U D Y S E R I E S
With the global economy in financial crisis, manufacturers, dealers and their lenders are struggling to
survive. This study involves a long-time car dealer, about to be cut off by its floor plan lender and further
exposed to failure because of poor market conditions, lack of capital, and bad business practices.

BACKGROUND
The Dealer operated several stores successfully for over twenty years, enjoying a solid reputation and
developing a broad and loyal customer base. The 2008 severe economic crash wreaked havoc with the car
business in general and the region in which this Dealership is located in particular. People were not
buying cars as usual. Car manufacturers, suppliers, and lenders were experiencing major financial
problems themselves. Chrysler and GM were going bankrupt. Dealer’s points were being cancelled.
Lenders were either failing, out of money, or contracted and holding on to the money they had. Several
lenders and providers of floor plan financing to automobile dealers were determined to cut back on this
lending sector. The bank providing the floor plan to this Dealership informed the Dealer that it would no
longer carry the line when the term was up. It provided the Dealer with forbearance and an extension
agreement of 90-days, but the tenuous financial condition of the Dealership combined with reluctance of
other floor plan providers to take on new accounts rendered procuring an alternate floor plan line
impractical and nearly impossible. The Dealership’s financial situation was made worse by added
restrictions and precautions taken by the floor plan lender to further limit its risk, including higher interest
rates, placement of an in-house keeper at enormous expense to the Dealer, curtailment of draft
privileges, and overly restrictive timing for car/date payoffs. Faced with inadequate capital and a severe
cash flow problem, and the inability to continue in business, but not wanting to go bankrupt, the
Dealership retained TKG to reverse the tragic downhill spiral threatening it, and as a result, its owners,
their assets, and all they had worked so hard to build over the years.

ONE YEAR LATER
The Dealership has been stabilized, and with the assistance of a TKG interim CFO, has been completely
restructured operationally, financially, and systemically. The floor plan provider has received credible and
clear daily financial reports, increased communication, and while it still desires to be removed as floor
plan provider, it has regained trust and confidence in the Dealership and extended the floor plan in 90day increments until an alternate floor plan provider can be in place. The Dealership has sold one of its

IMEDIATE PROBLEM
With the Dealer’s floor plan provider threatening to discontinue the Dealership’s financing, inventory
could not be purchased, cars could not be sold, and the Dealership would be out of business. Infusion
of capital, operational and financial restructuring and immediate execution steps to stabilize the
business were required to survive.

THE KAUFMAN GROUP’S (TKG) INVOLVEMENT
The problem presented a host of legal, business and practical dilemmas for the Dealer, manufacturer,
lender and other stakeholders. The manufacturer reached out to TKG, a strategic consulting firm led
by Jim Kaufman, with whom the Dealer’s attorney had worked with in the past, to handle the
situation. TKG met with the Dealer, lender, and other stakeholders, explained its approach and
process, obtained required consents, and – with the Dealer’s commitment, the support of its able
local car counsel, and ultimately earning the lender’s enthusiastic support began the process, starting
with a written comprehensive strategic turnaround plan.

TRIAGE – SETTING PRIORITIES
TKG’s team immediately began work onsite, including interim CEO and CFO guidance on a daily basis.
Following an intensive review and assessment on all levels, a comprehensive strategic turnaround
plan was developed, explained thoroughly to all involved, and the implementation process begun.
TKG worked seamlessly with the owners, the permanent CFO, Dealer’s local counsel, the lender,

TKG met with the Dealer, lender, and other stakeholders, explained its approach and process, obtained
required consents, and – with the dealer’s commitment, the support of its able local car counsel, and
ultimately earning the lender’s enthusiastic support – strategically turned the dealership around.
points in one of its Dealerships, and applied the cash to elimination of debt and further capitalization.
Applications for alternate floor plan financing are pending and monthly “actual” performance is equaling
or exceeding the projections in the 12-month proformas in each store. Increasingly, each store has
demonstrated a profit, as contrasted with prior losses in 2008 and carried over to 2009. The turnaround is
working.

alternate floor plan providers, suppliers and other stakeholders, to continually improve the overall
operations and performance of the stores. The car sales climate has improved, sales are up, the
systems are working, and the outlook is positive.
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